
Teacher’s Guide
Wild Wheels! Hottest Race Cars

Introduction
This teacher’s guide helps teach young adults about the world’s fastest race cars. While reading
about these swift and powerful machines students will learn about the differences in design and
performance that make these amazing vehicles the superstars of some of the world’s most
famous car races. Special effort has been made to include many basic mechanical systems
common to all automobiles and explain their function.

National Standards
This series supports Language Arts and Science curriculum. Go to www.enslowclassroom.com
and/or www.enslow.com and click on the Curriculum Correlations tab. Click on your state, grade
level, and curriculum standard to display how any book in this series backs up your state’s
specific curriculum standard.

Classroom Activities
Activities for teaching the five curriculum areas: Reading/Language Arts; Math, Science; Social
Studies; and the Arts, can be found in this teacher’s guide. Readers will practice sight words
and repetitive text as they learn about famous foreign sports cars and what makes them special.

Guided Reading Level: R

Reproducible for Educational Use Only
This guide is reproducible for educational use only and is not for resale, © Enslow Publishers,
Inc.

Where to Find More Information about Titles in this Series:
Visit www.enslowclassroom.com and/or www.enslow.com to search for other titles and series,
as well as download the teacher’s guides for other titles in this series:

Titles in this series: Library Edition ISBN: Paperback edition ISBN:

Hottest Muscle Cars 978-0-7660-2872-2 978-0-7660-3611-6
Hottest NASCAR Machines 978-0-7660-2869-2 978-0-7660-3610-9
Hottest Sports Cars 978-0-7660-2873-9 978-0-7660-3609-3
Hottest Motorcycles 978-0-7660-2874-6 978-0-7660-3608-6
Hottest Dragsters and Funny
Cars

978-0-7660-2870-8 978-0-7660-3607-9

Hottest Race Cars 978-0-7660-2871-5 978-0-7660-3606-2

Titles in this series can be purchased through all major vendors or directly from:

Enslow Classroom, an imprint of
Enslow Publishers, Inc.
40 Industrial Heights Road, Box 398
Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922-0398
Phone: 1-800-398-2504
Email: customerservice@enslow.com
Web Page: www.enslowclassroom.com and/or www.enslow.com
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For

Hottest Race Cars

Young adults are often fascinated by race cars. Fast and powerful, these cars and their
courageous drivers are stars seen on television broadcasts around the world. In this book,
students are presented with interesting facts about open wheel racing, its rules, most popular
cars, and prominent personalities. The many photos and descriptive text provide plenty of
excitement.

Here is some basic information that you can share with your students about open wheel racing
and the topics featured in the book. Websites are also listed for additional information.

Race Car Basics

Open Wheel Racing - Cars like the ones that you see on TV at the Indy 500 are known as
open wheel racers. These lightweight and highly aerodynamic speed machines have no fenders
covering their tires, the way other racers or passenger cars do. Less weight means more speed,
so there is little in the way of a cockpit. Instead, there is just a small space for the driver’s body
with their head exposed to the outside air. Also known as “IndyCar Racing,” open wheel racing
is typically the fastest form of racing and one of the most technically difficult for a driver to
master. Formula One is a kind of open wheel racing popular in Europe. Formerly known as
Grand Prix, the ‘formula” in Formula One racing is a reference to the rules that all drivers must
follow. Open wheel racing came to the US in 1909, and the first Indy 500 race was held in 1911.
Today, the Indy Racing League runs 14 races each year and is home to several of racing’s most
famous drivers.
For more information visit www.indycar.com , or www.formula1.com

The Cars - Several distinguishing features set open wheel racers apart. The first is the chassis,
which is the frame or “skeleton” of the car to which the wheels and the engine attach. Today’s
chassis are made from tough, super light carbon fiber. Strong enough to protect the driver in a
crash, the chassis must not be heavy enough to slow the car down. Specialty tires are used as
well. Oversized and made of soft rubber, these tires must be changed every 120 miles or so,
due to the extreme heat and pressure. Small, immensely powerful engines are used. Like the
tires, these specialty engines have difficulty withstanding the tremendous pressures of the race
and are completely rebuilt after each race. Finally, small wings known as “airfoils” are attached
at the bottom of the racer at the front and back to further improve aerodynamics and improve
traction on the course and around curves.
For more information visit http://www.theautochannel.com/sports/openwheel/index.html

The Track – There are differences between the tracks used by different leagues. Formula One
races are usually about 180 miles long and events take about 2 hours. Courses are designed to
test a driver’s skills and are road courses, sometimes run on real city streets that have been
closed to traffic. IndyCar and Champ series races can be as long as 500 miles. There are three
types of tracks; ovals or speedways, superovals or superspeedways, and road courses. In
addition to speed, the racers have to deal with steep inclines and turns. Before each race there
is a meeting to go over the rules, and drivers can be fined or disqualified for missing it. Each
race also begins with a qualifying round, which determines who can compete in the final race
and what position they will start from.
For more information visit http://www.indianapolismotorspeedway.com/facility/



Race & Strategy – Race car drivers need stamina to endure the hours in the cockpit where
temperatures can exceed 100 degrees. They need excellent vision to see the flags that let them
know what is happening in the race, and lightning fast reflexes to control their cars around steep
inclines and wicked curves. Their pit crews also play a critical role making sure the car has
enough fuel and tires for a long and grueling race. A good pit crew can be the key to winning,
with the ability to change all four tires and refuel a car in less than 10 seconds.
For more information visit http://www.markmartin.org/pitjobs.html

The Drivers - Race car drivers need exceptional skill and years of experience to be successful
competing at the international level. They have to prove themselves over several years to show
the team owners they can be trusted with such expensive and high tech racing machines.
Drivers wear a great deal of special equipment to ensure their safety and improve performance.
Many famous drivers come from a family of drivers; others achieve fame through several wins.
Today’s drivers can be male or female, young or old.
For more information visit http://www.indycar.com/drivers/

Important Information Found in this Book

p.13 The Indianapolis 500
p.22 Formula One vs. IndyCar, and Champ Series Vehicles
p.29 Flags and Their Meaning
p.32 Pit Crew jobs
p.39 A Driver’s Gear
p.42 Famous Racing Families



Activities
The Five Curriculum Areas

SAFETY WARNING:
Before any activity make sure your students do not have any allergies to items that you might
use. Never use anything that is sharp or may cut a student. Do not use anything too hot or cold
which may injure a student. Always have an adult supervise all activities to ensure the safety of
your students.

Reading/Language Arts activity:
Vocabulary and repetitive phrases for young adult readers are featured throughout the book.
Additional vocabulary specific to this book may be found in the Glossary, beginning on page 45.
As an additional exercise, ask your student to research a famous driver in the book and write
250 words about their life. To help students improve their editing skills, continue the assignment
by having them cut twenty words from the original draft. Ask them how the cuts strengthen their
work.

Math activity:
Ask your students to research the finishing times of various winners of the Indy 500. Knowing
that the race is 500 miles long, have them calculate the average miles per hour of each winner.
Compare the results. Have winners been getting faster over the years?

Science activity:
Race cars are built to be as light as possible with newer, lighter materials being developed all
the time. Ask your students to think about the relationship between the weight of an object and
how easily it can move across a surface. Collect a stack of textbooks. Using only one finger,
have students slide a book across the desk. Then have them stack a second book on top of the
first and repeat the experiment. Is it harder or easier to push the heavier stack of books than the
lighter single book? Repeat again with more books or across a rougher surface to increase
friction. Have them record their results.

Social Studies activity:
Indy Racing League races are run all over the United States. Many Formula One races featured
in the book take place in other countries. Have students research the location of each race
mentioned in the book and mark it on a world map. Is open wheel racing more popular in the US
or is it a truly global sport? Write a short paragraph explaining your opinion.

Arts activity:
Your students read that there are many different kinds of race tracks. Some races are run in the
middle of cities; others are dedicated ovals or superovals. Have your student design an ideal
race track. If it is a city, have them draw a map of the city and indicate the race route.



Color each flag to match the racing flags in the book, Hottest Race Cars, page 29.

START Racing!

CAUTION – there may be an accident on
the track. All drivers must slow down to a
lower speed and cannot pass other cars
until the track is cleared.

STOP! The race has been stopped. All
drivers must leave the track.

PENALTY – A driver has received a penalty
for unsafe driving and must leave the track,
either for one lap or the entire race.

MOVE OVER – Slower cars must move over
for faster cars.

OIL ON THE TRACK – Drive carefully.

EMERGENCY VEHICLE – Emergency
vehicle on the track. (Champ Series)

LAST LAP – (IndyCar, Champ Series)

END OF THE RACE – First car to pass this
flag is the winner.
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